
1 Listing order of edges in Kruskal and Prim

Find a minimum spanning tree for this graph (a) by Kruskal (b) by Prim, and in each case write down the order in which you select the edges.

Hint: as you work on the graph, and mark off each edge you choose, write a small note in pencil to number the choice. So with Kruskal, in this case, you

will start by numbering 1 and 2 as on the left-hand diagram below; and with Prim starting at Plumptree, as on the right-hand diagram below. When

you have finished, write down the edges in order.
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Answers:

Kruskal MCl - RSh - ClSa - RCe - CeH - RSa - ME - EP

Prim PE - EM - MCl - ClSa - SaR - RSh - RCe - CeH

2 Dijkstra’s algorithm for shortest path

On a whiteboard, find the shortest path from left to right ends of each of these graphs
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Edexcel asks for more information on each vertex than just the shortest distance there. You need to mark a box by each vertex with:

Three little boxes on top giving the label of the vertex; the numbering of that vertex in the process of finalising shortest-distances; the shortest distance

to it.

A longer box below giving the successive estimates of shortest distance. See example.

The info on D shows that it is D; that it was the 4th vertex to be finalised; that the shortest distance to it is 15; and that the successive estimates of

shortest distance to it were 18, 16, and 15.
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On this sheet,

answer this

question

writing in the

full tiny-boxes

thing on each

vertex as

Edexcel asks.

Find: Quickest

route from A

to Q, and its

length;

quickest route

from A to L

and its length;

quickest route

from M to A

and its length;

quickest route

from P to A

and its length.
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Answer: AFEINPQ, length 37; AFGML, 19; MGFA, 17; PNIEFA, 24.

A crane is needed at T. Two are available, at S1 and S2. Use Dijkstra’s algorithm to decide which one should be used.
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Shorter from S1. S1BC F EGT = 1660.

(a) Find quickest route from S to T.
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a) SCEHT - 31 minutes
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Find the shortest page from S to T in this directed graph.

SBCT - 10.
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